
New Physical Damage Offerings in the Near Future 
 
By Gary Flaherty 
 Assistant Vice President, Physical Damage & Cargo Claims 
 

What happens when a truck is taken out of service as the result of an accident?  Yes, the vehi-

cle is no longer performing for the intended purpose; to make money.  The impact can be sig-

nificant on an in-

sured and can have 

a fatal impact on 

their business. 

At Canal, we un-

derstand this sce-

nario all too well.  

We have a staff of 

highly skilled ad-

justers to ensure 

that work is started 

on the insured’s 

claim quickly, 

searching for crea-

tive ways to bring 

the claim to the 

fastest resolution possible.  Our adjusters work quickly and efficiently to guarantee that we maximize the uptime for our insured.   

This is real value to the insured.  

Over the past several months, Canal has been working hard to develop new ways to increase the benefits a physical damage poli-

cyholder can select when choosing Canal Insurance.  In addition, we have made changes to enhance our services in the physical 

damage claims department.  Some of these include a roadside assistance program that grants the insured access to a nationwide 

towing and labor network when their vehicle goes down.  We are also working on enhancing our truck physical damage repair 

network—allowing for fast, high-quality repairs when a truck or trailer is involved in a collision. 

We feel strongly our cadre of benefits and services will be of real value and be a compelling reason for a customer to choose Ca-

nal.  We look forward to unveiling the offerings in the near future and hearing from you on their impact.   

Canal Claims gets your client “the best possible outcome.” 

Coming Soon! 
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A Case in Review 
By Kelly Mohrmann 
 Medical Audit Specialist 
  

Date of Accident: 08/19/2010 

      

Canal received a $45,000 settlement demand for a 

50-year-old male who was allegedly rear-ended by our insured 

vehicle while stopped at a red light.  Property damage was minor, but 

patient presented over $19,000 in medical treatment indicating the 

treatment was all due to the accident in question.  Prior to the ac-

cident, the patient had an extensive medical history in-

cluding a long list of pain medications.    

Canal’s in-house medical review specialist assessed the 

patient’s entire medical history and specifically brought up 

multiple points regarding prior history and notes made by the doctor 

with conflicting data. 

Ultimately, a favorable resolution was reached and 

the case was settled for $17,500; which is $27,500 less 

than the original demand.  

Another example of the Canal Claims department 

getting “the best possible outcome.” 
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Great Trial Court Ruling for Canal 
By Rhea Fleming 
 Claims Coverage Counsel 
  

 

Date of Loss: 04/30/2006 

Date of Ruling: 04/27/2012 

      

The claimant hired the insured to move his mo-

bile home as well as two out buildings.  The Claim-

ant later asserted that the insured damaged the home 

and the outbuildings beyond repair while attempting 

to move them.  The claimant sued both the named 

insured and Canal for the value of the buildings as 

well as for additional living expenses, debris remov-

al from the job site, attorney’s fees and the cost of 

boarding his pets.  Canal defended the insured under 

a reservation of rights while asking the court for a 

declaration of no coverage under the policy.  Canal 

cited the language in the policy that excludes cover-

Privileged Attorney-Client Communication and Work Product 

age for damage to property transported by the in-

sured or in the insured’s care, custody or control.  

The trial court granted Canal’s motion on 

4/27/2012 and ruled that there was no coverage for 

the loss.  



SIU Corner . . . 
 
By Ken Appel  
 Manager, Special Investigation Unit 
 

Suspicious Fires and Thefts  
 

In a difficult economy and with new challenges facing commer-

cial transportation companies every day, the insurance industry 

has seen a rise in claims for vehicle fires and thefts.  While a 

great number of these types of claims do not involve insurance 

fraud, they do represent an area in which the occurrence of fraud 

is typically higher than in other types of claims.  The National 

Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) reports that approximately 

20% of reported vehicle thefts contain elements of fraud.  Canal 

Insurance Company has an obligation to policyholders to con-

duct thorough investigations of these types of claims to ensure 

that only legitimate claims are paid; this results in assurance that 

the cost of Insurance Fraud is not being passed along to our cus-

tomers.  Also, thorough investigations of fire and theft claims 

often lead to the identification of culpable parties which aid in 

Canal’s recovery efforts and restitution of indemnity paid.   

 

Canal depends on our agents as our front line in insurance fraud 

detection.  Agents able to identify and report bogus business and 

suspicious applications can positively affect overall financial 

impact.  You know what they say . . . “A FEW BAD AP-

PLES…”   Well, this is so true and really can ruin the bunch 

(your book of business, agent and carrier profitability, loss ra-

tio).   

 

Don’t be duped. There are common schemes to look out for:  

 Beware of the “straw insured” that shops for insurance but 

has no involvement or knowledge of the business. Also, be 

cautious of the knowledgeable who may seek to change the 
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Gary holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Economics and in 
Finance, both from Kutztown University in Pennsylvania.  He 
also holds an MBA from Penn State University. 

declared principal or applicant name just before signing an 

application.  Straws are used to conceal the identity of the 

real owner or operator of the business who might have an 

adverse history or be in financial trouble. 

 Does the vehicle really exist?  There are shoppers who 

might have a photocopy of a truck title or may have a sal-

vage title who feel that a one or two month investment in 

premium might earn them a paid total loss on preexisting 

damage or a false report of theft.  Is the insured scheduling 

a piece of salvage that he bought for $500 and declaring a 

stated value of $20,000? 

 Check your data.  Have you been writing the same business 

again and again but thinking it is new business?  When 

companies reorganize or obtain a new name, there are usu-

ally common denominators to look out for: same address, 

same driver schedule, same VINs. 

When it doesn’t look right, say something!  Insurance fraud is 

a growing problem and it only gets worse it goes undetected and 

unreported.  Many start small and might succeed in obtaining a 

benefit not rightfully entitled; then it happens again and again 

with higher stakes. 

A few examples of SIU involvement in claims: 

Sheriff’s Deputies are working on a case involving a major theft 

ring for stolen equipment from at least five different states.  

Members of this ring are suspected to have stolen half a million 

dollars in equipment including at least three commercial trac-

tors.   

Canal Insurance has been notified of two potential recoveries 

involving claims paid for theft and investigators suspect that 

much more equipment stolen by these individuals will be locat-

ed.   See SIU, Page 4 
 

We Welcome Our Newest Team Member! 

Gary Flaherty, Assistant Vice President, Physical Damage and Cargo Claims 

EDUCATION: 

Progressive Insurance—Cleveland, OH       1994-2012 

 Various management roles in Personal Lines 

 National Claims Director, Commercial Physical Damage 

 National Process Director, Commercial and Specialty 
Claims 

PROFESSIONAL: 

 Designed and managed the physical damage handling 
organization for commercial lines 

 Designed and managed the commercial 
repair network 

 Installed a dedicated heavy truck and 
trailer salvage program 

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

 Married with four children 

PERSONAL: 



Canal’s Subrogation Department 
 
By:  Sandy Watson, Senior Subrogation Claims Adjuster and 
        Judy Georgiades, Assistant Vice President, Claims Operations 
 
  

 Livestock claims:  A case recently settled where Ca-

nal was able to identify the owner of a bull that 

had caused damage due to being in the public 

road.  The bull owner ultimately admitted respon-

sibility and our insured’s claim was reimbursed by 

the owner’s insurance carrier. 

 
 A wheel came off an insured vehicle and upon further 

investigation evidence revealed that there was recent  
 

maintenance work done on the wheel of the vehicle.  Canal 

was able to convince the shop where the wheel mainte-

nance was completed to indemnify the cost of the damages 

rather than incur the cost of litigation. 

 

 Canal was faced with a case wherein another insurance 

company who should be primary failed to provide a de-

fense for the insured; so Canal incurred defense costs for 

our insured until the rightful carrier accepted the tender of 

defense.  Our subrogation team recovered the $14,000 in 

legal fees.  

 

 The carrier for an at-fault party erroneously paid the in-

sured “driver” for damages without verifying whether or 

not the insured driver was the rightful ‘owner’ of the vehi-

cle involved.   The subrogation team pursued the at-fault 

carrier holding them accountable for a voluntary payment 

to the wrong party; the carrier acquiesced and made the 

appropriate payment to the Canal named insured who 

owned the vehicle. 
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SUBROGATION:  “Refers to circumstances in which an insurance company tries to recoup expenses for a claim it paid out 
when another party should have been responsible for paying at least a portion of that claim.” 
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What is the average CSR hold time at Canal? 
Canal’s streamlined customer service call queue is designed with our clients in mind.  During 2011, Canal 

Claims Customer Service Representatives provided personal assistance to 81,618 callers while maintain-

ing an average hold time of 15.5 seconds. 

Claims Customer Service 

SIU, Continued from Page 3 
 

  On 2/16/2012, Canal Insurance Company received notice of a fire loss which apparently occurred on 2/10/2012.  The vehicle that 

had been damaged by fire was added to the policy on 2/6/2012.  An estimate for damages in the amount of $16,483.15 was submit-

ted to Canal, as well as a bill of sale showing the vehicle’s value as $26,000.   Canal’s SIU investigation, which included multiple 

interviews, obtaining vehicle history records, financial information and source documents, revealed that the vehicle was actually 

purchased with pre-existing fire damage on 2/3/12 for a whopping $7,500.  The file was closed. 

  On 10/11/2011, a truck owner reported the theft of his truck to police and to Canal.  It was recovered two weeks later by police, 

without any signs of forced entry or damage and it was impounded.  Unbeknownst to the owner at the time, SIU had the truck in-

spected while at the impound, prior to its release to the owner.  The next week, the owner presented damages for more than $16,000 

alleging that the thieves destroyed the truck and the owner had it towed from the impound back to his yard.  When investigators re-

visited the truck, the owner pointed out signs of forced entry, a broken ignition, missing wheels & tires, destroyed interior, missing 

electronics, missing batteries and also provided a fabricated tow invoice.  The owner ultimately elected not to attend an examination 

under oath.  The file was closed. 

Should you suspect fraudulent activity, please contact us toll free at 1-877-561-1599 or email SIU@CANAL-INS.COM 


